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Banks
Retails
Restaurants
Service centres
Exhibition halls
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Control 2 screens in both portrait and landscape orientation for
most popular or even user-defined resolutions. 4 Signal Output

Modes Widely Broadening Applications:

HDMI Video Outputs: Widely Broadening Applications

CAYIN - Digital Signage
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Supports a variety of multimedia formats including 4K
HDMI video, YouTube Video, Flash® animation, HTML5

web page, image, music, and text ticker.

Convey Instant and Media-rich Messages

Offers web-based Skin Editor for a drag-and-drop
operation to define the size and the location of each zone

directly on SMP players.

Easy-to-Use Template Creation in Two Ways

CAYIN - Digital Signage
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3 Playback Modes for All Occasions and Applications

Divide the screen into several zones, each media
assigned with independent schedules and settings.

2 Viewing Modes for Playback Scheduling: Calendar 
and Timetable

Flexible scheduling via built-in calendar.

CAYIN - Digital Signage
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Built-in Firewall for Security

Administrators will not only able to prevent hazards
from the internet, but also manage SMP players

within a secure LAN.

CAYIN - Digital Signage
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High Quality Digital Signages

CAYIN SMP-2200-LB-820 CAYIN SMP-2300-LB-830
(CAYIN-01) (CAYIN-04)

Equipped with 2 HDMI & 1 VGA outputs
for 2 displays
3 playback modes: zone-type,
individual programs, or playlists
Support 4K UHD video, Flash®, HTML5,
CSS3, weather, social media, etc.
Unlimited Video zones, Image zones,
and Ticker zones*
4 signal output modes: single, clone,
extended, and distinct
Offer flexible task scheduling based on
once, daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly
timescales
Allow self-designed template creation
either directly on SMP player or on PC
Rich Library and cloud resources
Support 2 LAN ports for Advanced
Management & Network Security

998BND 1138BND

Equipped with HDMI outputs for 2 displays
3 playback modes: zone-type, individual
programs, or playlists
Support 4K HDMI video, YouTube Video,
Flash®, HTML5, CSS3, weather, social
media, etc.
Unlimited Video zones, Image zones, and
Ticker zones*
4 signal output modes: single, clone,
extended, and distinct
Offer flexible task scheduling based on
once, daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly
timescales
Allow self-designed template creation
either directly on SMP player or on PC
Rich Library and cloud resources
Support 2 LAN ports for advanced
management & network security

*Prices are subject to change without prior notice. Terms and conditions apply.
*Product images are for illustration purposes only.

DIGITAL SIGNAGE PLAYER DIGITAL SIGNAGE PLAYER
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High Quality Digital Signages

CAYIN SMP-2310 (CAYIN-07)

Equipped with HDMI outputs for 3
displays
3 playback modes: zone-type,
individual programs, or playlists
Support 4K HDMI video, YouTube Video,
Flash®, HTML5, CSS3, weather, social
media, etc.
Unlimited Video zones, Image zones,
and Ticker zones*
Support 4 signal output modes: Single,
Clone, Extended, Distinct Modes
Offer flexible task scheduling based on
once, daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly
timescales
Allow self-designed template creation
either directly on SMP player or on PC
Integrate facial recognition technology
to deliver personalized content
(requiring QNAP QVR Face Tiger)
Support 2 LAN ports for advanced
management & network security

1399BND

*Prices are subject to change without prior notice. Terms and conditions apply.
*Product images are for illustration purposes only.

DIGITAL SIGNAGE PLAYER
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